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PACK RIFLE HERA
ARMS H7 BERGARA
308W 2 CHG SCOPE

BIPODS 

BN350 C .308 Win  6  51  109  3900  1:10  
2385.00 € incl.

tax

Precision rifle based on BERGARA B14
Pack for the sports shooter looking for quality equipment:

HERA ARMS H7 precision rifle designed on the basis of a BERGARA B14 Short Action will allow you to
serenely approach long-range shooting.

Folding HERA H7 stock with aluminum cheek rest and bedding.
Heavy 51 cm rifled gun in 1:10 pitch
HERA CC 3-chamber muzzle brake on 5/8x24 TPI thread with protection ring.
Delivered in textile cover with compartment for 2 weapons and three front pockets.
Supplied with 2 5-round magazines
Supplied with 5 slot Picatinny rail to allow mounting of a monopod to the rear of the stock
Weapon length: 109 cm
Length of the weapon with folded butt: 85 cm
Weight: 3.900 kg
Colours: Black

 

FALKE TAC Series 8.5-25x50 scope

Second focal plane
Illuminated Half Mildot Reticle
30mm body
Impact correction per click: 1/8 of MoA (3.5 mm at 100 m)
Parallax adjustable from 10m to infinity

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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Lockable tactical turret
Elevation and windage adjustable to 42 MoA
Supplied with Flip Up windshields and throw lever magnification ring lever.

 

Pairs of UTG aluminum clamps

Medium Height

 

UTG Recon 360 Bipod

360 adjustable head with position lock
Foot length adjustable in 5 positions
Picatinny rail mount

A rifle + scope pack with a tactical design reminiscent of the weapons fitted to intervention units.

The cannon action brings an excellent feeling of shooting with its trigger at the ideal start and its impressive
barrel of precision.

The top of the weapon is equipped with a MILSPEC picatinny rail manufactured by HERA ARMS with a
length of 14.5 cm.

The front of the weapon is equipped with three lengths of M-LOK type rail allowing you to adapt various
accessories.

The BERGARA B14 base is completed by the HERA ARMS brand, design and manufacture CC muzzle
brake. With a length of 65 mm and a weight of 639 grams, this muzzle brake is composed of three chambers
and 6 vent holes offering a reduction in the instability of the weapon when shooting.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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